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Single Ticket
$12 members/concession
$15 non-members

Festival Pass
$60 members/concession

$72 non-members

Anna Karenina (M)
Chinese Take-Away (M) 
The Angels’ Share (M) 
Trishna (MA) 
Monsieur Lazhar (M) 
Paris Manhatten (PG)

Concession ti ckets & festi val passes available to Newcastle Art Gallery Society members, Newcastle Film Society members & valid concession card 
holders when relevant card displayed. For more informati on call Tower Cinemas Newcastle 02 4926 2233.



Paris Manhattan (PG) France 80mins                     Thursday 24 January 6.30pm  
Debut writer/director Sophie Lellouche’s delicious and charming romantic comedy about 
an idealistic young woman, who draws her philosophies from the works of her favourite 
fi lm maker Woody Allen. Playfully poking fun at France’s ongoing love affair with the 
acclaimed New York auteur, this nostalgic comedy references a slew of Allen’s classic 
movies. A fi lm for anyone bitten by the Woody bug, or the City of Lights or both!

Monsieur Lazhar (M) Canada 94mins                   Wednesday 23 January 6.30pm
A profoundly moving fi lm, set in a Montreal school where a group of young children 
are coming to terms with the adult world - prompted by the suicide of their teacher. An 
Algerian immigrant becomes their substitute teacher, transforming all their lives. 

“…a modest fi lm carrying an emotional wallop.” Michael Bodey The Weekend Australian

The Angels’ Share (M) UK 101mins         Thursday 17 January 6.30pm
Glasgow boy, Robbie is facing fatherhood, but fi rst he has to avoid another spell in 
prison. On community service he meets Rhino, Albert and Mo all of whom, like Robbie, 
have limited job prospects. Can Robbie’s rare gift – a discerning palate and a delicate 
nose for fi ne malt whisky, provide a way out? Directed by Ken Loach, this bittersweet 
comedy follows the four lads on their quest for a better future.

Chinese Take-Away (M) Argentina 93mins            Wednesday 16 January 6.30pm
An unlikely friendship forms when Roberto, the reclusive and obsessive owner of a 
hardware store, and Jun, a Chinese immigrant, are thrown together by an absurd twist 
of fate. Set in Buenos Aires, this multi-award winning fi lm is a quirky and engaging 
comedy. Be sure not to miss the fi rst scene!

“This is a superb human comedy.” Paul Byrne The Sydney Morning Herald

Anna Karenina (M) UK 130mins                           Tuesday 15 January 6.30pm
Academy Award winning screenwriter and playwright Tom Stoppard has created a bold 
and creative response to Leo Tolstoy’s epic novel. The setting is Imperial Russia 1874 
where the complexities of class, politics, moral behaviour and love are played out in a 
decaying theatre – a metaphor for Russian society of the time. Anna (Keira Knightley) 
and her husband Karenin (Jude Law) are at the centre of this epic story of love and 
betrayal.

SIX SUMMER FLICKS
Greater Union Cinemas, King Street Newcastle

Trishna (MA) India 113mins                         Tuesday 22 January 6.30pm
From acclaimed British director, Michael Winterbottom comes a modern day re-telling of 
Thomas Hardy’s classic novel Tess of the d’Urbervilles. Starring Freida Pinto (Slumdog 
Millionaire) as Trishna and Riz Ahmed (Four Lions) as Jay, this beautifully fi lmed tale of 
love and tragedy is set in rural Rajasthan and the thriving metropolis of Mumbai.
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Tickets on sale at www.towercinemas.com.au or at the box offi  ce Tower Cinemas Newcastle 
Festival Passes only available from the box offi ce.

Alice Taglioni                                       Patrick Bruel

A film by Sophie Lellouche


